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From Reading to Math to Art to Recess, Tilly and Torg  
Have a Lot to Learn in this Chapter Book for Beginning Readers! 

 
FAYETTEVILLE, Ga. - The first day of school is both exciting and scary. Seeing how 
someone else handles it can reduce stress and even inspire giggles. 
 

Such is the case with the second book in the Easy-As-Pie chapter book series from 
beloved author Connie Crawley. Tilly and Torg—New Kids at School features the same 
two hilarious monsters who made their debut in Tilly and Torg—Out to Eat. These two 
buddies approach life a little differently but remain best friends through it all. 
 

Torg, Crawley explains, always tries to do the right thing. He even carries his “Monster 
Rule Book” in his big furry pocket everywhere he goes. On the other hand, bouncy, 
energetic Tilly is more interested in exploring the world than in following the rules.  
 

What happens when these two buddies climb aboard the big yellow box for the very first 
time and roll down the street? Beginning readers, first-time students, and students 
transitioning to a new school are going to love finding out! 
 

Crawley comments, “Tilly and Torg are the friendly monsters who lived under my bed 
when I was little. I love spending time with them and hope that you will too!” 
 

A perfect book for preparing for the first day of school, Tilly and Torg—New Kids at 
School features Power Words, a Word Wall, and Quiz Questions. A free teacher resource 
pack, character cut-outs, prereading/comprehension/discussion questions, and other 
resources are available on conniecrawley.com.  
 

Crawley’s third book in the Tilly and Torg series, Tilly and Torg—Up in the Air, along 
with Tilly and Torg’s Treasury, will be available on Audible in August. Crawley’s other 
books include the nonfiction children’s books One Million and One Ways to Go to 
School and One Million and One Amazing Pets. 
 

“Remember Little Golden Books? Think of the Easy-As-Pie series of chapter books as 
this generation’s Little Golden Books. Bon Appetit! Enjoy!”  Amazon Review 
 

Author: A former kindergarten and first grade teacher, Connie is a consultant with an 
educational software company that provides professional development for teachers. She's 
an award-winning author with six children's books, including Tilly and Torg's Easy-As-
Pie chapter books and the nonfiction One Million and One series. Connie began her 
writing career when she was ten years old. (Think The Sound of Music meets Mary 
Poppins meets The Chronicles of Narnia with an amazing flying little girl thrown in for 
good measure.) Almost twenty-five years after that unforgettable first book, she wrote 
what has now become the popular “Amazing YOU! A Celebration of Individuality.” 
Connie and her husband, Shaun, live in Fayetteville, Georgia. They have two beautiful 
daughters and a large and spoiled dog. 
 

 


